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The thesis includes literature and experimental parts. The first part
introduces the reader to the topic while the later part contains synthesis
and characterization details, results and publications. Up-conversion
(UPC) luminescence materials are very interesting and they have plenty
of potential applications of which bioanalytical ones are probably the
most promising.
A lot of research has been done to study and develop UPC
luminescence materials and lanthanide (Ln) doped NaYF4 is maybe the
most popular - especially Yb3+,Er3+ doped NaYF4. The trivalent
lanthanides are very good for UPC luminescence due to their ladder-like
energy level structures and long excited state lifetimes. Er3+, Tm3+ and
Ho3+ activators are the best ones and often they are used together with
an Yb3+ sensitizer which enhances the UPC efficiency. Moreover, NaYF4
is considered as the best host.
The  aim  of  this  work  was  to  prepare,  study  and  improve  UPC
luminescence materials based on NaYF4. Yb3+ was used as the sensitizer
and Pr3+, Nd3+, Sm3+, Eu3+, Tb3+, Dy3+, Ho3+, Er3+ and Tm3+ were used
as activators. The materials were prepared with co-precipitation synthesis
and studied with TG-DSC, XPD, TEM, TOF-SIMS, XPS and EXAFS.
UPC luminescence was studied under 976 nm excitation.
The synthesis was optimized so that the obtainable luminescence
intensity is now even 2 orders of magnitude stronger than before. Several
factors contributing to differences between the old and the new
improved material were found: The cubic-to-hexagonal phase transition
temperature is ca. 100 °C lower. The crystal structure is always hexagonal.
The particles are covered with sodium. There are less lattice strains. The
Na site is partly occupied with Yb3+ ions which enhances the Yb3+-Ln3+
energy transfer. In the end, UPC luminescence is obtained from all the
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Väitöskirja sisältää kirjallisen ja kokeellisen osan. Kirjallinen osa johdat-
telee lukijan aiheeseen ja kokeellinen osa sisältää tiedot valmistus- ja tut-
kimusmenetelmistä sekä tulokset ja julkaisut. Up-konversioluminesenssi-
materiaalit ovat erittäin mielenkiintoisia ja niillä on useita potentiaalisia
sovelluskohteita joista bioanalyyttiset sovellukset vaikuttaisivat olevan lu-
paavimpia.
Up-konversioluminesenssimateriaaleja on tutkittu ja kehitetty paljon
ja lantanideilla (Ln) seostetut NaYF4-materiaalit ovat ehkä kaikkein suo-
situimpia - erityisesti Yb3+,Er3+ seostettu NaYF4. Kolmivalenssiset lanta-
nidit sopivat erittäin hyvin up-konversioluminesenssiin, koska niillä on
tikapuumaiset energiatilarakenteet ja virittyneiden tilojen eliniät ovat riit-
tävän pitkiä. Er3+-, Tm3+- ja Ho3+-aktivaattorit ovat parhaimpia ja usein
niiden kanssa käytetään Yb3+-herkistintä mikä parantaa up-konversion te-
hokkuutta. NaYF4:a pidetään parhaimpana pohja-aineena.
Työn tarkoitus oli valmistaa, tutkia ja parantaa NaYF4:iin pohjautu-
via up-konversioluminesenssimateriaaleja. Yb3+-herkistintä ja seuraavia
aktivaattoreita käytettiin: Pr3+, Nd3+, Sm3+, Eu3+, Tb3+, Dy3+, Ho3+, Er3+
ja Tm3+. Materiaalit valmistettiin kerasaostusmenetelmällä ja niitä tutkit-
tiin TG-DSC, XPD, TEM, TOF-SIMS, XPS ja EXAFS menetelmillä.
Up-konversioluminesenssia tutkittiin 976 nm virityksellä.
Synteesiä optimoitiin, minkä seurauksena luminesenssin intensiteetti
on nyt jopa kaksi kertalukua voimakkaampi kuin ennen. Vanhan ja uuden
parannellun materiaalin ominaisuuksissa havaittiin useita eroavuuksia:
Kuutiollinen-heksagoninen rakennemuutoslämpötila on nyt n. 100 °C
matalampi. Kiderakenne on aina heksagoninen. Partikkelit ovat natri-
umin peitossa. Hilajännityksiä on vähemmän. Na-paikka on osittain täy-
tetty Yb3+-ioneilla mikä parantaa Yb3+-Ln3+-energiansiirtoa. Nyt up-kon-
versioluminesenssia voidaan havaita kaikista muista lantanideista paitsi
Sm3+:sta ja Dy3+:sta.
The original publications are reprinted with the permission from the copyright holders. Article I:
copyright © International Centre for Diffraction Data 2013. Article II: copyright © 2014 The
Chinese Society of Rare Earths. Article III: copyright © 2013 Elsevier B.V. Article IV: copyright
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. Article V: copyright © 2015, Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest, Hungary.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Lanthanides (Ln), often unknown elements even for some chemists, are
very versatile and widely used in everyday applications including
fluorescent lamps, displays and security markings in euro notes – not to
mention the scientific field. A new research area where lanthanides are
also essential is up-conversion luminescence where lower energy
radiation, e.g. infrared (IR), is converted to higher energy radiation such
as visible or even ultraviolet (UV) radiation.1–3 In  other  words,  two or
more low-energy photons are converted to one high-energy photon. Up-
conversion luminescence materials have many established and potential
applications including lasers,4–6 displays,7 security printing,8 solar cells,9–13
enhancing photosynthesis,14 bioimaging15–20 and biodetection.21–23
The unique ladder-like energy level structures of trivalent
lanthanides are ideal for up-conversion luminescence and it has been
obtained of almost every lanthanide. Er3+, Tm3+ and Ho3+ are the most
efficient ones showing strong UV, blue, green, red and IR luminescence.
To minimize cross-relaxation processes lowering the efficiency, the
concentration of the emitting ion, i.e. activator, must be relatively low (a
few percent at the most). Therefore, a host lattice such as NaYF4 must
be used to dilute the concentration of the activator. However, a sensitizer
(e.g. Yb3+) with higher concentration can be used to enhance the
efficiency by increasing the absorption. In NaYF4, the lanthanide dopants
substitute the Y3+ ions with similar size and valence well with even high
concentrations.
In theory, an activator with n energy levels could absorb and stack n
photons before a radiative emission. However, often only emissions
followed by absorption of two or three photons are obtained due to the
decreasing efficiency of the up-conversion mechanisms with increasing
amount of photons involved in the process. Also for example small
Introduction
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energy gaps between energy levels, short lifetimes and cross-relaxation
processes weaken the up-conversion luminescence, as does small
crystallite size.
Small nanocrystals with sizes well below 100 nm have attracted a lot
of attention due to their high potential especially for bioanalytical
applications but the decreasing efficiency with decreasing size is a
problem for many applications. Thus, many have studied and developed
up-conversion luminescence materials further to enhance the efficiency.
For example adding a shell to the particles to hinder the surface
quenching have shown good results but there is still work to do. Many
different synthesis methods have been developed to produce high-quality
lanthanide doped NaYF4 up-conversion luminescence materials. We
have used a co-precipitation method24,  because it  is  simple and fast,  to
study lanthanide doped NaYF4 up-conversion luminescence materials.
As  a  result,  we  were  able  to  modify  the  synthesis  to  produce
materials showing stronger up-conversion luminescence than before.
The details behind this enhancement were studied using transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), thermogravimetry (TG), differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), X-ray powder diffraction (XPD), extended
X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), time-of-flight secondary ion
mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS). Finally, up-conversion luminescence of praseodymium,
neodymium, samarium, europium, terbium, dysprosium, holmium,
erbium and thulium was studied in the NaYF4 host in the presence of the
ytterbium sensitizer under 976 nm excitation.
The experimental part of the thesis includes details of the materials’
preparation and characterization methods (section 4), and the main
results (section 5). Moreover, the original publications, referred to in the
text with the Roman numerals I-VI, can be found in the end. But first,
the following section introduces you to the truly fascinating field of up-
conversion luminescence with some additional details.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Basic Requirements for Up-conversion Luminescence
The main requirements for efficient up-conversion luminescence are the
following: a ladder-like energy level structure with matching energy
differences between the levels and the intermediate energy levels must
have long enough lifetimes to enable the stacking of photons.1-3
Moreover, the energy difference to the energy level below the
intermediate energy level, participating to the up-conversion process,
should be big enough to avoid efficient multiphonon de-excitation. The





where kB is the Boltzmann constant and hνmax is the maximum phonon
energy (lattice or impurities). Therefore, the radiative and non-radiative
photon and phonon emissions, respectively, are competing processes
and high phonon energies can be harmful for the luminescence.
Almost all the trivalent lanthanides fulfill these requirements more
or less well (Figure 1) – depending on the excitation energy of course.
Due to the use of the Yb3+ sensitizer, maybe the most common excitation
energy is ca. 10200 cm-1 (ca. 980 nm). Using this amount of energy for
example, just by looking at the energy level diagram, Pr3+, Nd3+, Sm3+,
Dy3+, Ho3+, Er3+ and  Tm3+ seem  to  be  the  best  candidates  to  be  an
activator while the others do not have any intermediate energy levels even
close to the 2F5/2 level of Yb3+.
Literature Review
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Figure 1. The 4f energy levels of the trivalent lanthanide ions below 50000 cm-1.27–29
The high amount of the energy levels (Figure 1) exposes the
lanthanides to cross-relaxation processes which can quench the
luminescence and change the intensity ratios of the emissions (Figure
2).1,2 Cross-relaxation means that energy transfers between two similar
ions of which at least one is already excited. The result is that one ion de-
excites to a lower energy level and the other ion excites to a higher energy
level. The probability of the cross-relaxation processes increases with
Up-conversion Luminescence Mechanisms
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increasing concentration because then the ions are closer and energy
transfer becomes more probable. Therefore, there is an optimum
concentration for every lanthanide giving the strongest up-conversion
luminescence. Usually it is on the scale of couple percent.
Figure 2. Cross-relaxation mechanisms between two identical activator ions (A).
2.2. Up-conversion Luminescence Mechanisms
There are several different up-conversion mechanisms such as energy
transfer  up-conversion  (ETU)  which  is  referred  to  also  as  APTE
(addition de photons par transfert d’énergie), two-step absorption
(ground state absorption (GSA) followed by excited state absorption
(ESA)), cooperative sensitization, cooperative luminescence, second




Figure 3. Various two-photon up-conversion processes with their relative efficiency in
the specified materials (KDP: KH2PO4).1
The ETU (APTE) mechanism is clearly the most efficient one for
up-conversion. It includes three ions: two sensitizers (e.g. Yb3+) and an
activator (e.g. Er3+). First a sensitizer is excited and subsequently it relaxes
back to the ground level and its energy is transferred to an activator
which is now excited. Then the other sensitizer transfers a second photon
to the same activator while it is still excited. As a consequence, the
activator has excited to an energy level with higher energy than the
excitation source by absorbing two photons. Finally, the activator can
absorb more energy and excite to even higher energy levels or it can relax
back to the ground level.
The two-step absorption mechanism, which is often referred to as
the ESA mechanism, is the second most efficient one. The difference to
ETU is that it does not include sensitizers. Therefore, the mechanism
includes only one ion (e.g. Er3+) which absorbs two (or more) photons
before relaxing back to the ground level.
The cooperative sensitization mechanism has the same principle as
ETU but the activator (e.g. Tb3+) does not have an intermediate energy
level able to absorb a photon from the sensitizer (e.g. Yb3+). Therefore,
two sensitizers have to transfer the photons at the same time to the
activator. Then the activator can excite to an energy level with energy
corresponding to two excitation photons. The efficiency of the
Ytterbium Sensitizer
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cooperative sensitization mechanism is already several orders of
magnitude weaker compared to the ETU mechanism due to the lack of
the appropriate intermediate energy levels and the cooperative
luminescence, S.H.G. and TPA mechanisms are even much more
inefficient.
2.3. Ytterbium Sensitizer
Evidently the best efficiency of the Yb3+-Er3+ ETU mechanism (several
orders of magnitude better than the others) is due to the Yb3+ sensitizer.
It has only one excited 4f energy level (Figure 1) resulting in an
absorption band at around 980 nm due to the 2F7/2 → 2F5/2 transition.
The absorption cross-section of the Yb3+ 2F5/2 level is rather good – at
least  several  times  better  than  that  of  the  Er3+ 4I11/2 level also at ca.
980 nm.30 Moreover, while the activator concentration must be kept low
(below ca. 5 %) to avoid cross-relaxation processes quenching up-
conversion luminescence, the sensitizer concentration can be higher (up
to even 100 %)31 resulting in more efficient absorption and subsequent
energy transfer to activator ions.
2.4. Lanthanide Activators
Up-conversion luminescence has been observed from almost every
trivalent lanthanide:32 praseodymium, neodymium, samarium, europium,
gadolinium, terbium, dysprosium, holmium, erbium, thulium and even
of ytterbium with only one excited 4f energy level. These typical
lanthanide activators show up-conversion luminescence emissions at






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































If  one  think  about  the  energy  level  schemes  (Figure  1),  up-
conversion processes (Figure 3) and the key requirements for up-
conversion luminescence,1–3,32 it seems quite clear why up-conversion
luminescence is so strong especially for Er3+. Its 4I15/2 → 4I11/2 transition
is in very good resonance with the energy of Yb3+ 2F5/2 level enabling the
most efficient ETU mechanism. The energy difference between the
intermediate energy level and the lower level is big and there is no
quenching cross-relaxation process. Moreover, the absorption of the
second photon (4I11/2 → 2F7/2 transition) is also efficient due to very good
energy resonance. Therefore, Er3+ fulfils all the main requirements very
well. Also Tm3+ and Ho3+ show strong up-conversion luminescence
through the ETU mechanism.
The rest of the lanthanides produce weaker up-conversion
luminescence compared to Er3+, Tm3+ and Ho3+ even in the presence of
the Yb3+ sensitizer.1–3,32 Trivalent praseodymium,33,34 samarium51 and
dysprosium74,75 can excite with the ETU mechanism but the nonradiative
relaxation mechanisms weaken the efficiency. Pr3+ has several efficient
cross-relaxation processes (Equations 2-4) that can de-excite it
nonradiatively back to the 3H4 ground level.  Sm3+ and Dy3+ have small
energy differences between the energy levels below the ca. 10000 cm-1







Moreover, neodymium46,47 excites via the ESA mechanisms (λexc: 532
or 797 nm) which is less efficient than the ETU mechanism, europium
and terbium excite through the even less efficient cooperative
sensitization mechanism56 due to the lack of appropriate intermediate
energy levels (Figure 1) and the up-conversion luminescence of
Literature Review
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ytterbium89 occurs due to the most inefficient mechanism, cooperative
luminescence. Gadolinium has the first excited level at ca. 32000 cm-1,26,91
well above the energy of NIR radiation, and thus the Yb3+ sensitizer
cannot transfer energy straight to Gd3+. Therefore, Tm3+ has been used
as an additional sensitizer and Yb3+-Tm3+-Gd3+ energy transfer have been
obtained.59
2.5. Up-conversion Quantum Yield
Up-conversion quantum yield (UCQY) is considerably smaller than
luminescence quantum yield which has been reported to be as high as
85 %.92,93 Whereas even in theory the maximum internal UCQY
(iUCQY)  is  only  50,  33  and  100/n  %  for  two,  three  and  n  photon
processes, respectively.94,95 In  practice  the  iUCQY  is  with  current
nanomaterials only about a few percent at the most and often ca. 0.1-1 %
even under high power excitation (Table  2).  Moreover,  the  UCQY
decreases rapidly with decreasing crystallite size and for example the
iUCQY of a NaYF4:Yb3+,Er3+ material drops about 95 % (from 0.10 to
0.005 %) when the crystallite size decreases from 30 to 10 nm (67 %
decrease).94 Adding a NaYF4 shell to the NaYF4:Yb3+,Er3 core improved








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The iUCQY of a microcrystalline NaYF4:Er3+ has been reported to
be even 12 ± 1.0 % under low irradiance of 0.40 ± 0.02 Wcm-2 at
1523 nm meaning that the normalized iUCQY is 0.3 cm2W-1.97,105
Therefore, more studies are needed to improve the efficiency of the
nanomaterials. It is therefore important to know how small crystallites
you really need to avoid unnecessary decrease in the up-conversion
luminescence intensity. Even though some researchers think the
quantum efficiency of up-conversion luminescence materials is too low
for practical use, up-conversion luminescence materials are already good
enough for at least some bioanalytical applications such as the
commercial Upcon™ concept developed by Kaivogen Oy, Finland and
Labrox Oy, Finland.106
UCQY can be measured using two different methods: external
UCQY (eUCQY) and iUCQY.13,96,97 The eUCQY and iUCQY describe
the efficiency of the material and up-conversion process, respectively.
The UCQY values depend on the excitation power density because up-
conversion luminescence is a nonlinear process, i.e. at least two excitation
photons are needed for one emission photon.95,96 Therefore, also
normalized UCQY values, which take into account the power
dependency, are used. The UCQY methods are defined as:1,13,94–97,107,108










where ϕuc, ϕin and ϕabs are the photon fluxes of the up-converted,
incident and absorbed photons, respectively. Auc is the absorbance of the
sample,  Ls is  the  emission  intensity  of  the  sample,  Es and  Er are  the
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intensities of the excitation light not absorbed by the sample and the
reference sample, respectively, and I is the irradiance of the excitation.
An  integrating  sphere  is  usually  used  to  ensure  that  all  emitted,
transmitted and reflected radiation is collected (Figure 4).94–96,107,109 Both
absolute and relative quantum yield measurements are used but due to
the lack of reliable reference samples the absolute measurements are
more reliable if the system is properly calibrated.94,96,109 This includes the
calibration of the monochromators, detectors as well as the integrating
sphere.94 All in all, measuring the UCQY reliably can be challenging and
thus often UCQY values are not presented. However, such a method,
using a commercially available spectrophotometer, has been presented
for example by Boyer and van Veggel.94
Figure 4. Diagram of an integrating sphere setup for luminescence measurements.
Dashed and solid line represent excitation light and sample emission, respectively.94
2.6. Sodium Yttrium Tetrafluoride
Lanthanide doped NaYF4 materials have three different crystal
structures:110,111 low- and high-temperature cubic fluorite (CaF2) type
structure (Fm3m, #225, Z: 2)112, as well as hexagonal structure (P63/m,
#176, Z: 1.5)113 at the intermediate temperatures (Figure 5). The structure
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changes as a function of temperature and is cubic at low and high
temperatures and hexagonal at the intermediate temperatures. The exact
phase transition temperatures depend on the synthesis, dopants and
dopant concentrations but the hexagonal form is usually obtained after
heat treatment around 300-600 °C. However, hexagonal particles have
also been prepared at room temperature.114
Figure 5. Unit cells of low-temperature cubic and hexagonal Na(Y0.80Yb0.17Er0.03)F4
(R: rare earth).111
The cubic forms have one cation site (coordination number is VIII)
occupied with Na, Y and Ln ions which are partially in order (low-
temperature structure) or randomly distributed (high-temperature
structure).111 Due  to  the  Y/Ln  enriched  stoichiometry,  there  is  an
additional interstitial fluoride site with ca. 4 % occupancy.111 The
symmetry of the cation site is C3v (low-temperature cubic) or Oh (high-
temperature cubic structure).
The hexagonal structure has one fluoride site and two cation sites:
the first one is occupied with Na (coordination number is VI) and the
second one is shared with Na, Y and Ln (coordination number is IX).111
The symmetries of the cation sites are C3h (Na site) and C3 (Na/Y/Ln
site). 60 % of the Na ions occupy the Na site and therefore 40 % the




The  cubic  forms  are  not  as  good  as  the  hexagonal  one  for  up-
conversion luminescence and thus the hexagonal form is usually
preferred.3,84,115–117 One difference between the cubic and hexagonal
forms is the more compact structure of the hexagonal form resulting in
shorter distances between lanthanides enabling more efficient energy
transfer.111 The hexagonal form is considered to be among the best hosts
for efficient up-conversion luminescence – if not the best one.3,84,115–118
The hexagonal form has outstanding properties such as low phonon
energy of the crystal lattice (ca. 500 cm-1 max118–120), two different lattice
sites for the dopant ions,116,118 and the quite similar effective ion sizes of
Na+,  Y3+ and trivalent lanthanide dopants (the size differences are less
than 18 % compared to Na+;121 Table  3).  The  weighted  average  of  the
phonon energy of NaYF4 is only ca. 360 cm-1,119 the phonon energies of
NaYF4 and NaLnF4 (Ln: La, Ce, Pr, Sm, Eu or Gd) materials are under
500 cm-1,120 and therefore also NaYF4 material doped with Yb3+ and Er3+
have similar (under 500 cm-1) phonon energies.118 The low phonon
energy hinders the nonradiative multiphonon de-excitation processes25,26
(section 2.1) which results in long lifetimes of the excited states.3 The two
possible lattice sites for the dopants increases the probability of the
energy transfer from a sensitizer to an activator.116 The similar cation
sizes prevents the formation of lattice defects and stress.3
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Table 3. Effective  ion  sizes  of  Na+,  Y3+ and trivalent lanthanides with coordination






Compared to Na+ / %
VIII IX VIII IX
Na+ 1.18 1.24 - -
Y3+ 1.019 1.075 -13.6 -13.3
Ce3+ 1.143 1.196 -3.1 -3.5
Pr3+ 1.126 1.179 -4.6 -4.9
Nd3+ 1.109 1.163 -6.0 -6.2
Pm3+ 1.093 1.144 -7.4 -7.7
Sm3+ 1.079 1.132 -8.6 -8.7
Eu3+ 1.066 1.120 -9.7 -9.7
Gd3+ 1.053 1.107 -10.8 -10.7
Tb3+ 1.040 1.095 -11.9 -11.7
Dy3+ 1.027 1.083 -13.0 -12.7
Ho3+ 1.015 1.072 -14.0 -13.5
Er3+ 1.004 1.062 -14.9 -14.4
Tm3+ 0.994 1.052 -15.8 -15.2
Yb3+ 0.985 1.042 -16.5 -16.0
Lu3+ 0.977 1.032 -17.2 -16.8
2.6.1. Tuning Characteristic Properties
Nowadays high-quality lanthanide doped NaYF4 materials  can  be
prepared in different structural forms, crystallite sizes and shapes (Figure
6) by tuning e.g. the Na/(Y+Ln) ratio, solvent, temperature and reaction
time.24,114,122–134 For example the particle size of cubic NaYF4 has been
doubled from 9 to 18 nm by doubling the NaF/Y3+ ratio from 5 to 10,126
and the amount of the cubic phase of NaYF4:Yb,Er has been decreased
and finally vanished by adding Gd3+ as a co-dopant.127 Moreover, adding
chelating agents such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) can
have a big effect on the particle size by forming metal-EDTA complexes
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resulting in smaller particle size and narrower size distribution (section
2.6.2).24
Figure 6. TEM  and  HRTEM  (inset)  images  of β-NaYF4 nanorods redispersed in
toluene/hexane (1:1) (a) and in toluene/hexane/ethanol (1:1:0.48) (b), of β-NaYF4
nanoplates (c), of β-NaNdF4 nanorods (d), and of β-NaEuF4 nanorods (e). TEM and
HRTEM (inset, upper:  lying flat on the face; lower:  standing on the side face from the
highlighted square) images of β-NaHoF4 hexagonal plates (f).122
Also co-doping for example with Mn2+ has a big effect on the
structural  form  and  crystallite  size  of  lanthanide  doped  NaYF4
materials.19,135 Adding  Mn2+ favors the formation of the cubic form
(adding 5 % or more Mn2+ shows only the cubic form) and the crystallite
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size can be tuned by changing Mn2+ concentration. Interestingly, the
Mn2+ co-doping has also a huge effect on the red-to-green ratio (increases
from 1 to 160) of the Er3+ up-conversion luminescence: doping 30 mol-
% Mn2+ quenches the green emissions almost entirely while the red
emission becomes stronger (Figure 7 left). This has been attributed to be
due to nonradiative energy transfers from Er3+ to Mn2+ and then back to
Er3+ feeding the 4F9/2 level emitting red luminescence (Figure 7 right).
Moreover, the Mn2+ doping increases the up-conversion luminescence
intensity which has been presented to be due to changes in the activator
environment and the energy transfers between Er3+ and Mn2+.
Figure 7. Room temperature upconversion emission spectra of NaYF4:Yb/Er
(18/2 mol-%) nanocrystals with 0 and 30 mol-% Mn2+ dopant ions dispersed in
cyclohexane (1 mg/dm3; left). Inset shows the corresponding luminescent photographs.
Schematic energy level diagram showing the possible upconversion mechanism of
Mn2+-doped NaYF4:Yb/Er nanocrystals (right).19
2.6.2. Co-precipitation Synthesis
NaYF4:Yb3+,Ln3+ nanomaterials can be prepared with several different
techniques and co-precipitation24 is one of the simplest ones. Thus we
chose to use this synthesis in the present experimental work. The
synthesis is carried out by mixing aqueous solutions of NaF, YCl3 and
LnCl3 (Ln:  Yb  and  a  lanthanide  activator)  and  EDTA  at  room
temperature to form metal-EDTA complexes. The precipitate is
separated by centrifuging, washed with water and ethanol, dried,
annealed  for  five  hours  at  desired  temperature  (ca. 400-600 °C) under
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H2/N2 gas sphere and cooled down to room temperature. With the co-
precipitation synthesis, the particle size can be controlled effectively from
37 to 166 nm by chancing the molar ratio of EDTA and Ln3+ (Figure 8).
However,  impurity  cubic  form is  observed  when EDTA is  used.  This
weakens the up-conversion luminescence and thus EDTA is sometimes
not used in the synthesis.
Figure 8. TEM image of as-prepared NaYF4:Yb,Er nanoparticles prepared with co-
precipitation synthesis using a molar ratio of 1:1 EDTA/lanthanides (left) and
relationship between TEM particle size and EDTA/Ln3+ ratio (right).24
2.6.3. Core-shell Concept
The nanoscale size of the up-conversion luminescence particles is
preferred in many applications but unfortunately nanoparticles have
weaker efficiency compared to corresponding bulk materials (section 2.5)
due  to  the  bigger  surface  to  volume  ratio  resulting  in  surface
quenching.136 Moreover,  the  molecules  on  the  surface  such  as  OH- of
water can quench the luminescence due to multiphonon de-excitation
processes.137,138 OH- for example has several times higher phonon
energies (ca. 3500 cm-1) compared to the lattice phonons of the hexagonal
NaYF4 (ca. 500 cm-1 max118–120) which increases the probability of the
multiphonon de-excitation.
To avoid the quenching, different core-shell structures have been
studied to protect the dopants contributing to the up-conversion
luminescence process and both passive82,94,136,138–144 (e.g. silica or undoped
host) and active52,145–149 (e.g. host with dopants) shells have been studied.
However, the core-shell interface may also, and probably will, contain
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quenching sites which complicates the core-shell method. Anyway in
many cases (e.g. bio applications) some kind of surface modification of
the up-conversion luminescence nanoparticles is usually required to
make them for example water dispersible and compatible with biological
substrates and a silica shell is a common starting point.
High quality core-shell materials with a narrow size distribution can
be prepared using for example a layer-by-layer method to grow the shell,
using Ostwald ripening dynamics, on nanocrystals prepared by using e.g.
an oleic acid synthesis (Figure 9).140,143 The shell thickness increases by ca.
1 nm with every layer which allows the fine tuning of the shell thickness.
Moreover, each layer increases the up-conversion luminescence intensity
showing the protective effect of the shell. All in all, the core-shell concept
has proven to be an efficient method to enhance the luminescence
properties of the lanthanide doped NaYF4 up-conversion luminescence
nanomaterials.
Figure 9. (A–E) TEM images and size distribution of NaYF4:Yb3+/Er3+ (15/2 %) core
nanocrystals (t = 0), NaYF4:Yb3+/Er3+ (15/2 %) core/NaYF4 shell nanocrystals after
successive layer-by-layer epitaxial growth at t = 5, 10, 15, and 20 min, respectively; (F)
ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry) elemental analysis of the core
and core–shell nanocrystals with same number concentration of nanocrystals; (G)
upconversion emission spectra of the hexane dispersions of core and core–shell




2.6.4. Basic Characterization Methods
Lanthanide doped NaYF4 up-conversion luminescence materials are
commonly characterized by using XPD, TEM and luminescence
spectroscopy including decay and power dependence measurements.35,57–
59,67,81,82,84,85,87 XPD is  used  to  determine  the  crystal  from (cubic  and/or
hexagonal), the presence of crystalline impurities (e.g. NaF and NaCl) and





where d (m) is the mean crystallite size, λ (m) is the wavelength of the
incident X-rays and θ (°) is half of the Bragg´s angle (2θ). Moreover, β is
the  full  width  at  half  maximum  (FWHM)  of  the  reflection  after
eliminating the broadening due to the instrument:
= − 	 (9)
where s and r refers to the sample and microcrystalline reference,
respectively.
TEM can be used to study the particle size and morphology. The
decay and power dependence measurements are used to study excitation
and energy transfer mechanisms. Up-conversion luminescence intensity
increases linearly, in a log-log diagram, as a function of excitation power
and the slope of the fitting curve reveals the amount of photons involved
in the process: the slope is ca. 2, 3 and n for two, three and n photon
processes, respectively.
The formation of the core-shell structure can be shown by using
XPS, cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM), scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM), energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS or EDX), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)
and high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) methods (Figure 10).140,152,153
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Moreover, several indirect characterization methods such as selected area
electron diffraction (SAED), TEM, high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) and
X-ray diffraction (XRD) have been used to evaluate if a core-shell
structure is formed.82,144,147,149
Figure 10. HAADF image of a single NaYF4:Yb,Er@NaGdF4 nanocrystal (left). The
insets show the corresponding chemical maps and reveal the presence of yttrium at the
nanocrystals center (blue) and gadolinium at the periphery of nanocrystals (yellow).
EELS spectra of yttrium L2,3 (right up) and gadolinium M4,5 (right down) edges taken
from the probe location on the inferred NaYF4:Yb,Er core and NaGdF4 shell (left)
using the nanocrystal with 6 monolayers NaGdF4 shell.140
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3. AIMS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The aim of the experimental work was to study and improve the
properties of lanthanide (Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm and Yb
were used) doped NaYF4 up-conversion luminescence materials. The
properties were studied comprehensively using novel methods such as
TG-DSC, XPD, TEM, TOF-SIMS, XPS, EXAFS, and luminescence
spectroscopy. The main research topics were the following:
1. Improving the co-precipitation synthesis to produce pure hexagonal
NaYF4:Yb3+,Ln3+ materials (Publications I-III).
2. Studying the structural details causing the up-conversion
luminescence enhancement (I and II).
3. Improving the up-conversion luminescence efficiency (I-III).
4. The role of the Er3+ impurity on the up-conversion luminescence
efficiency and color (III and IV).
5. Phase transition temperatures and behaviour under heating (V).
6. Up-conversion luminescence of lanthanides (III, IV and VI).
7. Utilizing the improved synthesis and up-conversion luminescence
efficiency (VI).
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4. MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.1. Materials Preparation
Yttrium and lanthanide oxides (Table 4) were dissolved in hydrochloric
acid (pro analysi, 37 %, Sigma Aldrich) and diluted with quartz distilled
water to prepare aqueous YCl3 and LnCl3 solutions with 0.5 moldm-3
Y3+/Ln3+ concentration (Equation 10). The pH was adjusted to ca. 2.
Sodium fluoride (pro analysi, Sigma-Aldrich) and absolute ethanol
(99.5 %, Altia) were used as received.
Table 4. The yttrium and lanthanide oxides used to synthesize lanthanide doped NaYF4
materials.
Compound Formula Purity* / % Manufacturer
Yttrium oxide Y2O3 99.99 Sigma-Aldrich
Praseodymium oxide Pr6O11 99 Typpi
Neodymium oxide Nd2O3 99.9 Rhône-Poulenc
Samarium oxide Sm2O3 99.9 Rhône-Poulenc
Europium oxide Eu2O3 99.99 Double Pilots Group Holdings
Terbium oxide Tb4O7 99.9 Rhodia
Dysprosium oxide Dy2O3 99.9 Rhodia
Holmium oxide Ho2O3 99.9 Rhodia
Erbium oxide Er2O3 99.99 Aldrich
Thulium oxide Tm2O3 99.9 Rhône-Poulenc
Ytterbium oxide Yb2O3 99.99 Metal Rare Earth
*With respect to other lanthanides.
( ) + 6 ( ) → 2 ( ) + 3 ( )	 (10)
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NaYF4, NaYbF4, NaYF4:Yb3+ and NaYF4:Yb3+,Ln3+ (Ln:  Pr,  Nd,
Sm, Eu, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er or Tm) up-conversion luminescence materials
were prepared with selected dopant concentrations (xYb: 0.10-0.20,
xPr: 0.001-0.01, xNd: 0.002-0.04, xSm: 0.002-0.02, xEu: 0.002-0.04,
xTb: 0.005-0.08, xDy: 0.002-0.02, xHo: 0.02, xEr: 0.03 and xTm: 0.005) using
the co-precipitation synthesis24. Solid NaF (2.1 g; 0.050 mol) was
dissolved to quartz distilled water (60 cm3). This solution was further
mixed with aqueous solution (20 cm3; 0.010 mol) containing YCl3, YbCl3
and LnCl3 to obtain the stoichiometry desired (Equation 11). An excess
amount of sodium was used to force the formation of the NaYF4 phase
instead of the YF3 and to ensure the formation of the hexagonal crystal
form during the post-annealing.
( ) + 4 ( ) → ( ) + 3 ( )	 (11)
After stirring for one hour at room temperature, the precipitate
formed was centrifuged (3766 g) for eight minutes, washed three times
with water (3*20 cm3) and once with ethanol (20 cm3) or only once with
ethanol. Each washing was followed by centrifuging. The precipitate was
then dried in a vacuum desiccator at  room temperature and a selected
amount (ca. 0.15 of 0.8 g) of the dry product powder was annealed
(Thermo Electron Corporation Lindberg/blue M furnace) inside a quartz
glass reactor for five hours at  500 °C under a static  N2 + 10 % H2 gas
sphere. After annealing, the materials were cooled down freely to the
room temperature under the same gas sphere. More N2 + 10 % H2 gas
was  added  to  the  quartz  reactor  during  the  cooling  to  prevent
replacement air to enter.
4.2. Characterization Methods
4.2.1. Transmission Electron Microscopy
The particle size and shape of the NaYF4 materials were analyzed with
TEM using a JEM-1400 Plus transmission electron microscope. The
acceleration voltage was 80 kV and resolution 0.38 nm. The microscope
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was equipped with an OSIS Quemesa 11 Mpix bottom mounted digital
camera.
4.2.2. Thermogravimetry and Differential Scanning Calorimetry
The thermal behaviour of the as-prepared materials was studied with a
TA Instruments SDT Q600 simultaneous TG-DSC apparatus between
25 and 720 °C in flowing N2 (100 cm3min-1). The materials were studied
with the DSC to determine the cubic-to-hexagonal and hexagonal-to-
cubic phase transition temperatures. This information is crucial when
selecting the annealing temperature for obtaining the hexagonal crystal
form.
A heating rate of 5 °Cmin-1 and sample mass of ca. 10 mg were used.
The sample pan was made of aluminium oxide and a similar but empty
pan was used as a reference material. The specific enthalpies of the phase
transitions were calculated by integrating the corresponding DSC signals.
Selected materials were studied to higher temperatures (up to 1300 °C)
and some were also examined during the cooling phase to study the
reversibility of the processes occurring during the heating.
4.2.3. X-ray Powder Diffraction
The structure and phase purity of the materials were analyzed with XPD
measurements by comparing the patterns to the reference patterns of the
cubic112 NaYF4 and hexagonal113 Na(Y0.57Yb0.39Er0.04)F4. The patterns
were  collected  at  room  temperature  with  a  Huber  G670  image  plate
Guinier camera (2θ range 4–100°, data interval 0.005°) with
monochromatic copper Kα1 radiation (λ: 1.54056 Å). The effect of the
preferred orientation was minimized by oscillating the sample
horizontally.  The asymmetry of the reflections at low angles is due to the
apparatus used. However, this effect can be corrected even for Rietveld
structure refinements.
For the Rietveld analyses154 the  dataset  was  summed  from  twelve
half an hour measurements. The Rietveld analyses were carried out with
the FullProf.2k program.155 The microstrains and crystallite sizes were
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calculated from the reflection widths of the whole diffraction patterns by




+ 2 ∗	 (12)
and
= 2 	 (13)
with DK equal to the relative reflection broadening, D is the crystallite
size, e is the strain, d* is the reciprocal d spacing (= 2sinq/l) and Dq is
equal to the half of the FWHM (in radians). The crystallite size and the
r.m.s. (root mean square) strain were obtained from the intercept and the
slope of the DK vs. d* plot, respectively. Silicon powder (NIST standard
640b) was used as the reference for the reflection widths.
4.2.4. Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure
The  environments  of  Y,  Yb  and  Tb  in  selected  NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+
materials were studied using EXAFS. The measurements were carried
out at room temperature at beamlines A1 and C at the DORIS storage
ring of HASYLAB (Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslabor) at DESY
(Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron) in Hamburg, Germany.
Data was collected from the Y K, Tb LIII and Yb LIII edges using a
Si(111) double crystal monochromator. The measurements were carried
out  in  a  fluorescence  mode  using  a  M3  7  pixel  silicon  drift  detector
(SDD). The energy range was from -100 to 600 eV with respect to the
absorption edge. Steps of 0.3 eV and 0.4 nm–1 were  used  for  the  data
collection at the near edge and extended regions, respectively. The total




The data handling and the extraction of the interatomic distances
from the EXAFS data was carried out with the EXAFSPAK program
package.158 For the Fourier transforms, photoelectron wave vector (k;
Equation 14 where E0 is the edge energy) ranges starting from 30 nm–1
were used to avoid the increased multiple scattering contributions at
lower  energies.  The  end  value  was  set  as  high  as  allowed  by  the  data,
usually to 120 nm-1.
= 0.2625( − )	 (14)
4.2.5. Time-of-flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
The elemental distributions, impurities and depth profiles were studied
with TOF-SIMS using a TOF.SIMS 5 spectrometer (IONTOF) with a
pulsed 30 keV Bi+ beam. The measurement area was 100 * 100 μm2 and
sputtering was done with oxygen to obtain three dimensional (3D)
images. The TOF-SIMS measurements were kindly provided by Dr.
Duvenhage and Prof. Swart (University of the Free State, Bloemfontein,
South Africa).
4.2.6. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
The elemental compositions and dopant concentrations were studied
with XPS using a PHI 5000 VersaProbe spectrometer with
monochromatic Al Kα radiation (E: 1486.6 eV). Survey spectra were
measured from 0 to 1400 eV (1 eV/step) and high resolution spectra
(0.1 eV/step) were measured in selected narrower energy ranges. The
measurements were made from the surface and after 30 s sputtering (ca.
18 nm/min). A low energy Ar+ ion gun and low energy neutralizer
electron  gun  was  used  to  minimize  charging  on  the  surface.  The  XPS
measurements were kindly provided by Dr. Coetsee-Hugo and Prof.
Swart (University of the Free State, Bloemfontein, South Africa).
The spectra were corrected with the C1s signal at 284.6 eV and the
relative atomic concentrations were estimated by calculating the peak
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areas from the survey spectra. The Origin 2015 program159 was used to





where y0, xc, A and w are the base, center, area and FWHM, respectively.
4.2.7. Up-conversion Luminescence and Decay Time
Up-conversion luminescence spectra were measured from dry powders
inside a capillary tube at room temperature with a CCD (charge-coupled
device) spectrometer (Ocean Optics PC2000). The NIR excitation
(λexc: 976 nm; ν: 10246 cm-1) source was a continuous wave Hamamatsu
L9418-04 laser diode. The optical part of the setup consisted of tubular
excitation and emission chambers (Thorlabs) in a right-angle
configuration, and an optical fiber to direct emission to the detector.
(Figure 11). The spectra were collected with an Ocean Optics OOIIrrad
software.
Figure 11. A schematic figure of the up-conversion luminescence measuring setup.
In the excitation light path, a RG850 long-pass filter (Edmund
Optics) with a cutoff at 850 nm was used to ensure a pure NIR excitation
(Figure 12). In the emission light path, an extended hot mirror filter
(Edmund Optics) with a good transmission at the visible wavelengths
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was used to exclude the scattered excitation radiation. However, the
transmission is poor around 390-420 nm.
Figure 12. Transmittance spectra of the filters used in the up-conversion luminescence
measurements.
Up-conversion luminescence decay curves were measured from dry
powders  inside  a  capillary  tube  at  room  temperature  with  a  head-on
R1464 photomultiplier (Hamamatsu). The excitation source and the
optical setup of the excitation side was the same as in the spectral
measurements (Figure 11). The optical setup of the emission side was
otherwise the same but it included a bandpass filter (Thorlabs FL543.5-
10: 543.5 ± 5 nm or Newport 10LF10-488: 488 ± 5 nm) and the optical
fiber was replaced by the photomultiplier.
The photomultiplier signal was amplified with a DHPCA-100 high-
speed current amplifier (Femto Messtechnik GmbH). The amplified
signal was recorded with a NI USB-6251 A/D (analog-to-digital)
converter, which was connected to a computer via USB and controlled
with a computer program written in LabVIEW 8.5 (National
Instruments). The pulse profile consisted of a 1 ms waiting time followed
by a 20 ms excitation pulse and a 80 ms delay period after switching of
the laser. Therefore, one cycle was 101 ms long. The pulse profile was
cycled 10000 times during a single measurement.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1. Effects of Different Preparation Methods
Since the hexagonal form shows stronger up-conversion luminescence
than the cubic forms and the presence of an excess Na is essential during
the cubic-to-hexagonal phase transition,111 the effect of increasing the Na
amount was studied. The co-precipitation synthesis includes an excess
amount of the NaF precursor but the water washings dissolve most of
the excess NaF away. Thus the water washings were omitted to simply
increase the amount of the NaF and thus Na present during the post-
annealing. The properties and differences of thus prepared lanthanide
doped NaYF4 materials  with  and  without  the  water  washings  were
studied extensively.
5.1.1. Thermal Behaviour
The DSC curves show that the phase transitions occur at the same
temperature ranges when the same preparation method is used (III, V).
The cubic-to-hexagonal transition occurs at 400-450 or 325-375 °C with
or without water washings, respectively, and the hexagonal-to-cubic
transition occurs at 650-700 °C with both washing methods (III). Thus
the cubic-to-hexagonal phase transition temperature is ca. 100 °C
lower without the water washings due to the presence of the excess NaF
which works as a source for the sodium needed for the transition.
Whereas with the water washings the sodium deficiency hinders the
transition and therefore requires higher temperature. It is also notable
that the hexagonal-to-cubic phase transition temperature is almost
unaffected by the dopant and its concentration although the cubic-to-
hexagonal transition temperature decreases with decreasing dopant size
and concentration. After the post-annealing, the materials can be cooled
to the room temperature because the phase transitions are irreversible.160
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The TG measurements show only minor (under 5 %) mass losses
below 800 °C (IV, V).  The mass change is the fastest at low temperatures
(below 300 °C) and can be attributed to occur mainly due to the removal
of water, ethanol and possible water of crystallation. Above 300 °C the
mass loss is due to the slow evaporation of the NaF. The mass loss rate
is small at intermediate temperatures between the phase transition
temperatures and thus the annealing is safe regarding the stability of the
materials.  At  higher  temperatures  the  mass  decreases  strongly  and  the
total mass loss is ca. 40 % when heated up to 1200 °C. This is due to the
evaporation of the NaF resulting in the decomposition of the NaYF4.
However, such high temperatures are not necessary to obtain the
hexagonal crystal form.
5.1.2. Crystal Form and Phase Purity
The XPD patterns show that with water washings some of the post-
annealed materials contain also the cubic form in addition to the
hexagonal one (III, V). The presence and amount of the cubic form
depends on the dopant and its concentration but no clear correlation was
observed (V): For example with the Nd3+ and  Eu3+ doped materials
increasing the Ln3+ concentration reduced the amount of the cubic form
and  with  the  Sm3+ and  Tb3+ doped materials it was the opposite.
However, it was found out that if the water washings were omitted, the
crystal form of the post-annealed materials was pure hexagonal with no
trace of the cubic form (III, VI).
The only drawback of omitting the water washings is the presence
of NaF and NaCl impurities (I, III, VI). However, those impurities could
probably be washed away after the annealing without harming the
material but that must be studied in the future. Anyway, as a result of this
finding new materials can be prepared with pure hexagonal structure
which is better than the cubic form for efficient up-conversion
luminescence. Therefore, a wider selection of lanthanide dopants and
concentrations are now obtainable for the NaYF4 host using the same
synthesis.
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5.1.3. Particle Size and Shape
TEM images  show clearly  that  the  particle  surfaces  of  the  as-prepared
NaYF4 materials is smoother with than without the water washings
(Figure 13). It seems that the particles are covered with some smaller
particles without the water washings and there are also bigger bar and
star-like particles. Otherwise the particle shape is quite similar with both
washing methods. Based on the XPD studies showing the presence of
the  excess  NaF  (I,  III,  VI),  it  is  probable  that  the  as-prepared  NaYF4
particles prepared without the water washings are covered with the NaF.
The particle size is ca. 200-300 nm independent of the washing method.
However, the particle size distribution is not very narrow so there is some
smaller and bigger particles as well.
Figure 13. TEM images  of  the  as-prepared  NaYF4 materials prepared without (a, c)
and with (b, d) the water washings.
After annealing the NaYF4 materials at 500 °C for five hours, the
TEM  images  show  aggregated  particles  with  both  washings  methods
(Figure 14). Without the water washings, the particle size is over 500 nm,
even 1 μm, which is considerably bigger than the ca. 200-300 nm with the
water washings. There are also some considerably smaller particles with




Figure 14. TEM images  of  the  annealed  (5  h  @ 500 °C)  NaYF4 materials prepared
without (a, c) and with (b, d) the water washings.
5.1.4. Elemental Distribution
3D  TOF-SIMS  images  show  that  the  as-prepared  NaYF4 material
obtained without the water washings, which have a layer on top of the
particles  (Figure  13  a  and  c),  clearly  have  more  sodium on the  surface
compared  to  the  bulk  (Figure  15  left).  With  the  corresponding  NaYF4
material prepared with the water washings, sodium is more evenly
distributed (Figure 15 right). Thus, these results support the hypothesis
of the NaF covering the as-prepared NaYF4 materials without the water
washings.
Figure 15. 3D TOF-SIMS overlay images of the as-prepared NaYF4 materials prepared
without (left) and with (right) the water washings showing sodium and yttrium with red
and green color, respectively (surface area: 100 * 100 μm2, depth: unknown).
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However, the corresponding Yb3+-Tb3+ co-doped NaYF4 materials
do not show exactly the same kind of behaviour: sodium is more evenly
distributed all over the materials (Figure 16). But there is still more
sodium on the surface compared to the bulk and the smaller amount of
yttrium  in  the  bulk  might  be  just  due  to  the  lower  concentration  of
yttrium due to the Yb3+-Tb3+ co-doping (total 23 mol-%). In any case,
there might be, and probably is, some variation between syntheses.
Figure 16. 3D  TOF-SIMS  overlay  images  of  the  as-prepared  NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+
materials prepared without (left) and with (right) the water washings showing sodium
and yttrium with red and green color, respectively (surface area: 100 * 100 μm2, depth:
unknown).
The  annealed  (5  h  @  500  °C)  NaYF4 and NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+
materials show much more variation in the sodium concentration
compared to the as-prepared materials (Figure 17). Again the surfaces are
richer of the sodium than the bulk. However, sodium is distributed quite
unevenly especially with the Yb3+-Tb3+ co-doped materials and there are
spots with very high amounts of sodium going deep below the surface.
This could mean that there is some sodium-richer compound among the
particles: e.g. NaF  and/or  NaCl  which  are  observed  in  the  XPD
measurements (I, III, VI).
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Figure 17. 3D TOF-SIMS overlay images of the annealed NaYF4 (a  and  b)  and
NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ (c and d) materials prepared without (a and c) and with (b and d) the
water washings showing sodium and yttrium with red and green color, respectively
(surface area: 100 * 100 μm2, depth: unknown).
More  detailed  TOF-SIMS  image  of  the  surface  of  annealed
NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ material prepared without the water washings show
that the ytterbium and terbium dopants are quite evenly distributed on
the same areas with yttrium (Figure 18 left).  Moreover,  there is  always
sodium and fluoride wherever there is yttrium (Figure 18 right).
Therefore, it is concluded that the dopants have replaced some of the
yttrium ions, and NaYF4 and  NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ have been formed as
excepted and wanted. Some impurities such as carbon, magnesium,
potassium, calcium, titanium, manganese, iron and other lanthanides
such as erbium and thulium were observed, as well.
Figure 18. TOF-SIMS  images  of  the  annealed  NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ material prepared
without the water washings showing ytterbium, yttrium and terbium (as positive ions;
left), and sodium, yttrium and fluoride (as negative ions; right) distributions.
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5.1.5. Elemental Composition
The XPS survey scan spectra of the NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ materials show the
presence of Na, Y, F, Yb and Tb with both washing methods before and
after the sputtering (Figure 19). The binding energy peaks of the Na 1s,
Y 3d, F 1s, Yb 4d and Tb 3d electrons are observed at ca. 1072, 159, 685,
186 and 1240 eV, respectively.161 However,  the  Yb  and  Tb  signals  are
quite weak due to their low concentrations. Also carbon and oxygen
impurities are observed at ca. 280 and 530 eV, respectively.
Figure 19. XPS survey scan spectra of the as-prepared (top) and annealed (bottom)
NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ materials prepared with (left) and without (right) the water washings
before (red) and after (black) the sputtering.
With the NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ materials washed with water the atomic
concentrations seem to be very similar independent of the conditions:
without and with the annealing, before and after the sputtering (Table 5).
The only notable difference is the ca. 10 percentage point increase and
decrease in the fluoride and carbon concentrations, respectively, during
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the sputtering. The difference is mainly due to surface impurities such as
ethanol used the last in the washings and carbon dioxide absorbed from
air.
Table 5. Percentage atomic concentrations of the as-prepared and annealed
NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ materials prepared with and without the water washings before and
after (the bolded values) the sputtering.
Element
Atomic % before and after the sputtering
As-prepared Annealed
with water without water with water without water
Na 13 16 4 9 15 13 28 19
Y 14 14 16 20 14 16 12 15
F 55 65 44 58 56 66 54 63
Yb 2 2 2 <1 <1 1 <1 1
Tb <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1
C 13 1 32 4 12 3 5 2
O 3 2 1 8 2 <1 1 <1
With the as-prepared NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ material washed without
water the atomic concentrations vary more than with the water washed
materials (Table 5). The carbon concentration is even almost 30
percentage points (700 %) higher before the sputtering suggesting there
is lot of carbon including impurities such as ethanol on the surface. The
huge decrease in the carbon concentration during the sputtering results
in clear increases in the sodium, yttrium, fluoride and surprisingly also
oxide concentrations.
With the annealed NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ materials  there  is  a  clear
difference between the sodium concentrations on the surfaces with both
washing methods (Table 5). Without the water washings there is ca. 50 %
more (9 percentage points) sodium on the surface (before the sputtering)
compared to the core (after the sputtering). Whereas with the water
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washings there is only ca. 15 % more (2 percentage points) sodium on
the surface compared to the core.
Therefore, the XPS studies confirm that the particle surfaces of the
annealed material prepared without the water washings are richer in
sodium than the material prepared with the water washings, as expected.
However, surprisingly the as-prepared material without the water
washings has very low sodium concentration compared to all other
materials even though the corresponding annealed material has the
highest sodium concentration. This might be due to the high
concentration of impurities (carbon and oxygen) with the as-prepared
material without the water washings. Also it should be kept in mind that
these are only relative, not absolute, concentrations. Thus comparing
different materials might be complicated.
5.1.6. Chemical Environment
The high resolution XPS spectra before the sputtering show clearly the
typical doublet of yttrium around 160 eV due to the 3d electrons with all
the NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ materials (Figure 20 left). The peak with higher
binding energy belongs to 3d3/2, and the one with lower energy and higher
intensity to 3d5/2. After the sputtering an additional signal is obtained
right next to the yttrium doublet (Figure 20 right) which is due to yttrium
with different chemical environment in the material.162
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Figure 20. Y  (3d)  XPS  spectra  with  fitting  curves  of  the  as-prepared  and  annealed
NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ materials obtained with and without the water washings before (left)
and after (right) the sputtering.
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The presence of the two yttrium doublets is clearly seen of the fitting
curves where two (one doublet) and four peaks (two doublets) are needed
before and after the sputtering, respectively. To be more precise, the two
doubles are due to yttrium ions on the surface and in the bulk.162 It is also
possible that the two signals are observed because yttrium occupies partly
also the Na site in the NaYF4 lattice. No clear difference was obtained
between materials with different washing methods. However, the
binding energies are slightly higher with the water washings.
The reason why the two doublets are present only (at least more
clearly since there might be a barely visible weak peak around 157 eV)
after the sputtering could be the lower concentration of impurities on the
surface compared to the state before the sputtering. XPS detects mainly
ions close to the surface and therefore thicker layer of impurities results
in a thinner layer of actual material being measured. This could explain
also why the yttrium 3d signal  of the as-prepared materials  have lower
intensity, and signal-to-noise ratio, than with the annealed materials
(Figure 20) since the as-prepared materials have higher concentration of
impurities (Table 5) and a layer on top of the particles (Figure 13).
Therefore, it is concluded that the stronger Y 3d doublet (3d3/2 and 3d5/2
peaks at ca. 161 and 159 eV, respectively) is due to yttrium ions on the
surface and the weaker Y 3d doublet (3d3/2 and 3d5/2 peaks at ca. 159 and
157 eV, respectively) is due to yttrium ions inside the crystal.
The XPS spectra show also a singlet peak due to the Na 1s electrons
at ca. 1072 eV with all the NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ materials before and after
the sputtering (Figure 21).161 The only notable difference is the weaker
intensity of the as-prepared materials as it is with the Y 3d peaks (Figure
20). Since only one singlet peak is obtained, all the Na ions have a very
similar chemical environment. Earlier it was suspected that the layer
covering the particles (Figure 13) could be due to NaF but these results
seems  to  be  against  that  theory  since  there  is  only  one  singlet  due  to
sodium (Figure 21). However, this is not certain because there might be
two overlapping singlets. Also the Na 1s binding energies are higher with
water washings – as it is with the Y 3d peaks.
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Figure 21. Na  (1s)  XPS spectra  with  fitting  curves  of  the  as-prepared  and annealed
NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ materials obtained with and without the water washings before (left)
and after (right) the sputtering.
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All the NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ materials show also a singlet peak due to
the F 1s electrons at ca. 685 eV and again the as-prepared materials have
weaker intensity (Figure 22). However, a second singlet is obtained at
slightly higher binding energy with the material without the water
washings. Therefore, there is fluoride ions with two different chemical
environments. The stronger singlet at ca. 685 eV is probably due to the
fluoride ions on the surface and the weaker singlet at ca. 686 eV is due to
fluoride ions inside the crystal. The presence of the two singlets could be
due to the layer covering the particles (Figure 13 a and c).  Thus,  these
results support the NaF layer hypothesis unlike the sodium peaks (Figure
21). It is interesting to see that also the F 1s peaks, as well as the Y 3d
and Na 1s, have higher binding energies with the water washings.
However, the reason is yet unclear.
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Figure 22. F  (1s)  XPS  peaks  with  fitting  curves  of  the  as-prepared  and  annealed
NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ materials prepared with and without the water washings before (left)
and after (right) the sputtering.
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5.1.7. Up-conversion Luminescence Enhancement
The most important consequence of omitting the water washings is that
the up-conversion luminescence of the NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ material is 1-2
orders of magnitude stronger (Figure 23; I-III) – even though both
washing methods resulted in the hexagonal structure. The up-conversion
luminescence is not only stronger in general but also some new
emissions, such as the Tb3+ 5D3 → 7F6-2, are now visible.
Figure 23. Up-conversion luminescence spectra of the hexagonal NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+
materials prepared with and without the water washings.
The structural details, affecting the up-conversion luminescence
enhancement of the NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+, were studied with the
Williamson-Hall and Rietveld analyses of the XPD data (I). First of all,
as mentioned earlier, the crystal form is the hexagonal with both washing
methods. Moreover, the only impurity obtained is NaF with the material
without the water washings.
The Williamson-Hall analyses indicate only slightly larger crystallite
size (110 and 94 nm) for the high intensity material prepared without the
water washings. Therefore, the size is not at least the main reason causing
the luminescent enhancement. The e value, on the other hand, is 0.04
and 0.008 % with and without the water washings, respectively. This
means the material without the water washings has less microstrains
which can quench luminescence by causing energy traps and non-
radiative  relaxation  processes.  The  smaller  amount  of  strains  is  a
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consequence from the ca. 100 °C lower cubic-to-hexagonal phase
transition temperature (III) giving more time to relax the structural
strains resulting from the phase transition (I).
The Rietveld analyses show very similar results with both washing
methods (I). Nevertheless, the material without the water washings has a
tiny  deficit  of  Y3+ and Ln3+ (Na/(Y+Ln) ratio is 101 %) which may
increase the up-conversion luminescence by limiting excess energy
migration in the Yb sublattice. Also these studies suggest that there might
be cation re-ordering (involving Y3+ and Ln3+ ions occupying the Na site)
with the material without the water washings which would enhance the
Yb3+-Tb3+ energy transfer and thus enhance the luminescence. This was
later studied with EXAFS (II).
EXAFS was used to calculate the distance distributions around Y3+,
Yb3+ and Tb3+ (II). The Tb-F distance is the same (0.234 nm) with both
washing methods. The Y-F and Yb-F distances are slightly different with
the  material  with  the  water  washings  while  the  distances  are  the  same
(0.230 nm) with the material without the water washings. This suggest
the latter material have fewer distortions in the Y/Ln sublattice which
supports the Williamson-Hall microstrain analysis (I).
Moreover, without the water washings the signal around 0.32-
0.40 nm is stronger than with the water washings suggesting that there is
an increased number of Yb3+ ions occupying the Na sites and that these
Yb species have formed clusters with the Tb3+ occupying the regular
Na/Y/Ln  sites  (II).  This  improves  the  Yb3+-Tb3+ energy transfer
resulting in up-conversion luminescence enhancement. Together with
the Rietveld analyses (I) it was found out that as much as 10 mol-% (ca.
2 % of the total cation amount) of the Yb3+ ions can occupy the Na site
(II).
5.2. Effect of Erbium Impurity on the Up-conversion
Luminescence of Terbium
The very good efficiency of the up-conversion luminescence of the
Yb3+,Er3+ pair, the presence of Er3+ as  an  impurity  in  the  yttrium and
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lanthanide oxide precursors and the weakness of the Tb3+ up-conversion
luminescence gave us a reason to suspect that Er3+ might have a role in
the up-conversion luminescence mechanism of Tb3+ (III). Up-
conversion luminescence of Er3+ (and  Tm3+ as  well)  is  obtained  even
from NaYF4 and NaYbF4 materials (Figure 24) without intentional Er3+
doping – when the impurity Er3+ concentration is probably on the scale
of couple hundred ppm (parts per million) at the most.
Figure 24. Up-conversion luminescence spectra of the NaYF4 and NaYbF4 materials.
The NaYF4:Yb3+ material shows strong up-conversion
luminescence of the Er3+ and Tm3+ impurities (Figure 25). However, the
intensities of these emissions decrease strongly when Tb3+ is added as a
co-dopant, continue decreasing by increasing Tb3+ concentration and
vanish completely when the Tb3+ concentration is ca. 7-8 mol-%. At the
same time, the intensity of the Tb3+ up-conversion luminescence
enhances and is the strongest with 6 mol-% Tb3+ after which the




Figure 25. Up-conversion luminescence spectra of the NaYF4:Yb3+ and
NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ (xTb: 0.01-0.08) materials.
As the emissions from the Er3+ and  Tm3+ impurities  weaken  and
finally vanish with increasing Tb3+ concentration, up-conversion
luminescence rise and decay times of the 544 nm emission increase
(Figure 26). The rise and decay times increase until the Tb3+
concentration reaches 3 mol-% after which those are quite similar with
all the dopant concentrations (xTb: 0.03-0.08). The up-conversion
emission rise time increases from ca. 2 ms without Tb3+ to ca. 8 ms with
3-8 mol-% Tb3+. Moreover, the shape of the rise curve is quite different
with the intermediate 3 and 4 mol-% Tb3+ concentrations compared to
the higher concentrations even though the highest intensity is reached in
about the same time (Figure 26 left).
Figure 26. Up-conversion luminescence rise (left) and decay (right) curves of the
NaYF4:Yb3+ and selected NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ materials measured at 544 nm after 976 nm
excitation.
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The lifetime of the 544 nm emission increases from ca. 0.7 ms
without the Tb3+ co-doping to ca. 4.1-4.2 ms with 3-8 mol-% Tb3+ (Table
6). Two different lifetimes (ca. 0.7 and 4.2 ms) are observed with 1 mol-%
Tb3+. With the NaYF4:Yb3+ material the emission at 544 nm is only from
the Er3+ impurity due to the 4S3/2 → 4F9/2 transition and with the Tb3+ co-
doping also due to the 5D4 → 7F5 transition – at least with 1 mol-% Tb3+
showing  two  different  lifetimes.  Also  the  decay  curve  with  1  mol-%
seems to have two different parts: first the intensity decreases rapidly like
without Tb3+ (only Er3+ emission present) and then the intensity
decreases slower like with 8 mol-% Tb3+ (Figure 25 right).  In other
words, Er3+ and Tb3+ emissions are overlapping around 544 nm (Figure
25). Therefore, the shorter ca. 0.7 ms lifetime is due to Er3+ and the longer
ca. 4.1-4.2 ms lifetime is due to Tb3+. All in all, it is concluded that all
these observations (Figures 24-26) supports the hypothesis of Er3+
having a role on the up-conversion luminescence mechanism of Tb3+ by
Yb3+-Er3+-Tb3+ energy transfer.
Table 6. Up-conversion luminescence lifetimes (t) of the NaYF4:Yb3+ and
NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ (xTb: 0.01-0.08) materials measured at 544 nm after 976 nm
excitation.
xTb t1 / ms t2 / ms xTb t1 / ms t2 / ms
0.08 4.2 - 0.04 4.1 -
0.07 4.1 - 0.03 4.2 -
0.06 4.1 - 0.01 0.7 4.2
0.05 4.2 - 0 0.7 -
It was interesting to observe how the decay curves measured for the
488 nm emission of Tb3+ (Figure 27), without any contribution from
Er3+, show a very similar behaviour than the ones measured of the
544 nm emission (Figure 26). The difference in the shape of the rise part
is  not that  big but with 0 and 1 mol-% Tb3+ the maximum intensity is
reached a little faster than with the higher Tb3+ concentrations: ca. 6 vs.
8 ms. Also the decay part shows smaller differences but they are clear
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anyway: without Tb3+ the intensity decreases faster than with 3-8 mol-%
Tb3+ and the material with 1 mol-% Tb3+ show both the fast and slow
parts.
Figure 27. Up-conversion luminescence excitation (left) and decay (right) curves of the
NaYF4:Yb3+ and selected NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ materials measured at 488 nm after 976 nm
excitation.
The fact that the emission at 488 nm is observed even without the
Tb3+ doping is due to the presence of the Tm3+ impurity. This is because
the bandpass filter used to select the measured emission lets trough also
some of the Tm3+ 1G4 → 3H6 emission centered at 475 nm (Figure 25).
The lifetimes of the Tm3+ 1G4 → 3H6 and Tb3+ 5D4 → 7F6 emissions are
ca. 1.1 and 4.1 ms, respectively (Table 7). Finally, these results suggest
that  also  Tm3+ might have a role on the up-conversion luminescence
mechanism of Tb3+ by the Yb3+-Tm3+-Tb3+ energy transfer.
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Table 7. Up-conversion luminescence lifetimes (t) of the NaYF4:Yb3+ and
NaYF4:Yb3+,Tb3+ (xTb: 0.01-0.08) materials measured at 488 nm after 976 nm
excitation.
xTb t1 / ms t2 / ms xTb t1 / ms t2 / ms
0.08 4.2 - 0.04 4.2 -
0.07 4.1 - 0.03 4.1 -
0.06 4.0 - 0.01 1.2 4.2
0.05 4.2 - 0 1.1 -
5.3. Estimating the Amount of the Impurity Cubic Form
The  cubic  form  was  obtained  as  an  impurity  with  some  materials,
depending on the dopant and its concentration, when the water washing
method was used (V). One of the most interesting things was to observe
the relation between the amount of the impurity cubic form and the
specific enthalpy of the cubic-to-hexagonal phase transition. The cubic-
to-hexagonal phase transitions tends to occur at higher temperature with
more cubic form present after the annealing. Moreover, the exothermic
DSC signal, showing the cubic-to-hexagonal transition, weakens at the
same time (V). So far there has not been any trace of the cubic form if
the specific enthalpy is over 65 Jg-1. The DSC measurements can now be
used to estimate if there is going to be impurity cubic form present after
the post-annealing. Since the DSC is faster than the post-annealing, this
can save time and resources when developing new materials
5.4. Up-conversion Luminescence of Other Lanthanides
The optimized synthesis conditions discussed above (section 5.1.7) were
used to prepare other hexagonal NaYF4:Yb3+,Ln3+ materials to obtain a
wider selection of up-conversion luminescence. Because of the enhanced
emission intensities obtained, strong up-conversion luminescence was
observed from activators that previously showed practically no emission
(VI). Up-conversion luminescence is now observed from NaYF4:Yb3+
co-doped with Pr3+, Nd3+, Eu3+, Tb3+, Ho3+, Er3+ or Tm3+ under 976 nm
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excitation. Tm3+, Er3+ and Ho3+ give clearly the strongest intensity while
the rest are ca. 3-4 orders of magnitude weaker. Unfortunately, Sm3+ and
Dy3+ still do not show any up-conversion luminescence in the NaYF4
host under 976 nm excitation.
Sm3+ in the 6H5/2 ground level does not have a transition in good
resonance with the energies of the Yb3+ 2F5/2 → 2F7/2 transition or 976 nm
laser (Figure 28).26,91 However, the energies of the Sm3+ 6H5/2 → 6F11/2,9/2
transitions are very close which should enable phonon-assisted Yb3+-
Sm3+ energy transfer. Therefore, the absence of the Sm3+ up-conversion
luminescence is probably due to the small energy differences between the
6F1/2-11/2 and 6H5/2-15/2 levels (ca. 700-1200 cm-1 max26,91) enabling efficient
multiphonon de-excitation.
Figure 28. Up-conversion luminescence scheme of Yb3+ sensitized Sm3+ through 4f
energy levels.26,91
The small differences between the energy levels of Sm3+ (Figure 28)
will also enable many cross-relaxation processes which hinder up-
conversion mechanism. Thus it is probable that Sm3+ will de-excite
before it can absorb a second photon, which would subsequently excite
Sm3+ to higher energy levels capable of emitting visible photons. It is
even possible that Sm3+ quenches the very efficient Er3+ up-conversion
luminescence because the emissions of the Er3+ impurity are not
observed (VI).
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Dy3+ in  the 6H15/2 ground level does have transitions in good
resonance with the energies of the Yb3+ 2F5/2 → 2F7/2 transition and the
976 nm laser (Figure 29).26,91 However, up-conversion to the higher
energy levels which possibly emit visible photons (e.g. 4F9/2) is possible
only if the intermediate excited level is 6F9/2 or higher (6F1/2-7/2). Even
though Dy3+ would excite to these intermediate 6F1/2-9/2 levels, which is
improbable (at least inefficient) because the energies needed are higher
than the excitation energy, it can de-excite due to multiphonon de-
excitation because the energy differences between the 6F1/2-9/2 and 6H5/2,7/2
levels are small (ca. 1300 cm-1 max26,91). Cross-relaxation mechanisms are
also efficient due to the large amount of energy levels between the 6F1/2
and 6H15/2 levels. As Sm3+, Dy3+ might even quench the very efficient Er3+
up-conversion luminescence because the emissions of the Er3+ impurity
are not observed with Dy3+ present (VI).
Figure 29. Up-conversion luminescence scheme of Yb3+ sensitized Dy3+ through 4f
energy levels.26,91
Although Sm3+ and Dy3+ do not show any up-conversion
luminescence, it is now possible to use only one synthesis method to
produce several different up-conversion luminescence materials with the
same host (VI). This can save lot of time and resources by requiring
knowledge of only one synthesis and material type. Since each lanthanide
has its characteristic multiple emissions, these materials show up-
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conversion luminescence at the UV, violet, blue, green, yellow, orange,
red and NIR wavelength ranges thus including almost the whole visible
range. Moreover, additional color tuning is possible for example by
changing the dopant concentrations and/or doping more than one
activator in the same material. For example the Er3+ doped material has
the CIE (Commission internationale de l'éclairage) color coordinate in
the red region while the CIE color coordinate of Pr3+ doped material with
some amount of Er3+ impurity is close to white (IV). This is again a good
example of how impurities might affect the materials’ properties and one
should  always  keep  in  mind  that  there  are,  for  sure,  always  some
impurities in each material – detectable or not.
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6. SUMMARY
Up-conversion luminescence is a unique phenomenon where lower
energy radiation is converted to higher energy radiation: usually IR to
visible. This is possible due to energy levels with long enough lifetimes
to absorb and stack at least two photons before a radiative emission. Also
ladder-like energy levels with matching energy differences are needed to
enable efficient energy absorption, transfer and stacking.
Several  lanthanides,  such  as  Er3+, Tm3+ and Ho3+,  fulfill  these
requirements  very  well  and  can  act  as  an  activator  in  these  kind  of
materials. Depending on the energy level structure and excitation energy,
an activator can excite through different up-conversion mechanisms of
which ETU mechanism is the most efficient one. It includes an Yb3+
sensitizer which enhances the up-conversion by improving the energy
absorption efficiency. However, the up-conversion quantum efficiency is
still quite poor and an improvement is desired.
A host is needed because the activator concentration must be in the
range of a couple percent to avoid cross-relaxation processes which
quench the luminescence efficiency and NaYF4 is among the best ones.
It has low phonon energy which hinders the harmful multiphonon de-
excitation processes and it is easy to prepare in different sizes and shapes
with different dopants.
Lanthanide doped (Pr,  Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Dy,  Ho, Er,  Tm and Yb)
NaYF4 materials were prepared with the co-precipitation synthesis to
study up-conversion luminescence. Luminescence efficiency was
improved by modifying the synthesis and structural properties were
studied using TG-DSC, XPD, TEM, TOF-SIMS, XPS and EXAFS. As
a result, a comprehensive selection of up-conversion luminescence
materials, with wide selection of spectra and colors, is now available by
mastering only one synthesis.
Summary
68
Now lanthanide doped NaYF4 materials can be prepared always with
the hexagonal crystal form which is better for the luminescence. Before
also the cubic form was obtained with some materials and it was found
out that the specific enthalpy of the cubic-to-hexagonal phase transition
can help to predict the completeness of the phase transition: the
probability of the cubic form being present increases with decreasing
specific enthalpy.
The materials prepared with different synthesis conditions showed
many differences in the properties between the old and the new
improved material. The cubic-to-hexagonal phase transition occurs now
at  a  100  °C  lower  temperature  and  the  crystal  structure  is  always
hexagonal. Unfortunately, the crystallites are now more aggregated
resulting in a bigger particle size which could explain the stronger
luminescence at least partly. However, the Williamson-Hall analyses
indicated only a slightly larger crystallite size for the more luminescent
samples suggesting that the size is not the main reason causing the
luminescence enhancement.
The  new  materials  are  covered  with  a  sodium-rich  surface  layer
which might protect the lanthanides from the surface impurities
decreasing the luminescence intensity. This might be at least one of the
reasons why the up-conversion luminescence is now stronger. Anyway,
it  is  known that  the  excess  sodium is  needed  to  form well  crystallized
hexagonal NaYF4:Yb3+,Ln3+ materials and these results confirm that
when there is more sodium available the high intensity material is
obtained. The presence of enough Na decreases the lattice strains and
improves the energy transfer which results in stronger up-conversion
luminescence.
In the future, the lanthanide doped NaYF4 up-conversion
luminescence materials would benefit from a better efficiency and the
means for obtaining that should be studied further. The core-shell
concept and addition of transition metals or organic compounds to
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